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Time to Celebrate
July Card Sketch

Supplies
Round We Go Photopolymer
Stamp Set
Round We Go Die Set
Basic Beige Card Stock
Basic White Card Stock
Peach Pie Card Stock
2024-2025 In Color Designer
Series paper
Peach Pie Stampin Pad

2024-2025 Shimmer Gems
Linen Thread
Paper Trimmer
Multipurpose Liquid Glue
Stampin Dimensionals
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Directions

Cut a side opening card base 21cm x 14.85 (8-1/2" x 5-1/2") from the
Basic Beige card stock.  Score halfway at 10.5cm (4-1/4").

For the first layer cut a piece from 2024-2025 In Color Designer Series
Paper,  measuring 10cm x 14.4cm (4" x 5-1/4").  Glue to card front
leaving an equal border all the way around.

Optional: Cut a card liner out of basic white, 10cm x 14.4cm (4" x 5-
1/4"). 

Cut a rectangle from the Peach Pie card stock measuring 5.5cm x 9cm
(2-3/16" x 3-1/2").  Using the Peach Pie Stampin Pad and the small star
& dot stamp, stamp several times to create a background.  Glue to
your card according to the finished photo.

Next cut a rectangle measuring 10cm x 4cm (4" x 1-1/2") from the Basic
Beige card stock.  Glue to the according to photo.

Cut a small rectangle from Peach Pie card stock, 4.5cm x 3.5cm (1-3/4"
x 1") Stamp your greeting in Peach Pie ink.  I rounded the corners on
this piece but it is not strictly necessary.  

Loop linen thread several times back on itself and stick to the back of
the greeting rectangle.    Place dimensionals behind the greeting to
raise it up.

Die cut the smaller of the solid circles from the die set in Peach Pie
along with the rounded flower shape.  Next cut the pointed flower
shape and the round center from Basic Beige.  Layer up the solid circle
first, then the beige pointed flower shape, then the peach rounded
flower shape and finish by gluing the center piece on top.  Top off the
stack with a shimmer gem.  Place dimensionals on the back and glue in
place beside the greeting.

I finished the card by adding two more shimmer gems to give it just a
bit more sparkle.
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